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In 1962, Al and Elaine Thyberg were invited to a planning 
meeting to explore the idea of starting a Christian radio 
station in Connecticut. Excited over the vision, Al and 
Elaine pressed into the work. Seven long years of praying, 
working and waiting led to the station's inaugural broad-
cast on October 11, 1969.   
 
For the next 26 years, the Thybergs poured themselves 
into the ministry of WIHS. As the public face of the          
station, they were warm and personable, answering       
listener correspondence with thoughtfulness and care, 
creating personal relationships with programmers and   
radio colleagues, and representing the heart and vision   
of WIHS to the many listeners as well as the broader   
community. 
 
In the early 1970's, Al became the President of the      
Connecticut Radio Fellowship (which owns and operates 
WIHS) as well as the General Manager of the Station.     
He continued in these positions until his retirement at   
the end of 1995 after 33 years of being "In His Service."   

 
Al's "retirement" was to give another 18 years of Christian work at Mountain Lake Bible 
Camp in New Preston, CT, which he had established in 1947.  Al was uniquely instrumental 
to provide the necessary leadership during the formative broadcasting years at WIHS.    
This included purchasing property for the current transmitter location, as well the location 
for the current studio facilities on South Main Street. Selection of programs, hiring of     
personnel, setting a musical style, securing equipment, taking charge of expenses in light  
of available giving; these were all under the direct purview of "Uncle" Al.  He truly was a 
servant that God used in a mighty way to keep WIHS functioning and going forward to     
ensure the continual broadcasting of the Good News of Jesus. We thank God for creating 
Al and his late wife Elaine, who can still be heard periodically on "legacy" editions of 
the WIHS Reading Room broadcast.     
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